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Master Calibration – Manage the Basics
„Quality is expensive - lacking quality even more“. The quote of Prof. Dr. HansJürgen Quadbeck-Seeger concludes the third, consecutive Munich Calibration
Day down to the point. To master calibration one must form a solid foundation.
Quality drives success. Thus, Munich Calibration Day 2016 headlined “Master
Calibration – Manage the Basics”.

Munich Calibration Day is an esz initiative and took place at Sofitel Bayerpost in Munich, Germany on October 19 and 20, 2016. Day one was dedicated to the core basics of calibration as an introduction to the fascinating world of calibration and metrology. Leading expert speakers never lost track of leading the audience on to the way to
efficient means in all-day calibration and test equipment management. Day two was a
designated hands-on experience featuring esz AG’s elaborate test and measurement
equipment management software calibration expert. Munich Calibration Day 2016
came to an end in an open discussion among speakers and attendees addressing
Q&As and giving real life examples.

The conference proofed to be a huge success and sold out quickly. Needless to say
that the follow-up event “Munich Calibration Day 2017” is already under way.
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1976 – 2016: celebrating 40 years
esz AG calibration & metrology are one of the leading merology laboratories in
Europe. Core competencies include calibration, repair, asset management and
logistical service in the field of industrial measurement technology. Bavarias
ministry of economics recognized esz AG for outstanding business performance among Bavaria’s leading organizations.
esz AG is an accredited DAkkS / DKD calibration laboratory (D-K-15019-0100, DIN EN ISO/IEC 17025:2005). The organization established the accreditation in 1997, entitling esz AG to issue ILAC recognized, accredited calibration
reports. Global industry leaders rely on esz AG’s excellence. esz AG’s is
based in Eichenau on the outskirts of Munich, Germany. Branch offices are
located in Nuremberg, Steinfurt, Berlin and Vienna. The organization currently
employs 130 people.

